Minerals Industry Consultants

Mineral Policy & Development Economics
VISION
KB-MIC’s vision is to develop and maintain a position as the distinguished
geological consultancy of choice for both our employees and clients. Our focus
will be primarily on Green and Brown field exploration in Africa.
We are considered “Competent Persons” by internationally recognized
resource reporting standards (SAMREC, Ni43-101, and JORC) for Coal, Gold
and Platinum Group Metals. Other commodities related experience includes
Uranium, Copper, Iron-ore and Manganese.
CORE COMPETENCIES
KB-MIC’s competitive advantage lies in its ability to offer clients integrated
services from target generation through to CPR documentation for public
companies.
Mineral Policy and Development Economics
Resource development decisions will impact society for generations to come.
Therefore it is important that governments implement sound policies to
strengthen sector governance and enable economic growth. KB-MIC also
undertakes strategic regional mineral scans. These studies highlight resource
potential, infrastructure requirements, and advantages of ordered
development and clustering of projects. These studies also provide
preliminary economic analysis and identify downstream development
opportunities. KB-MIC uses an analytical methodology that takes a spatial
view of a region, identifying potential anchor projects and a supporting spine
that can be built upon the region’s natural endowments. These can then act
as a catalyst for the development of other mineral, tourism and agricultural
projects.

Services include:
Mineral scans
è
Policy impact assessments
è
Input into mineral policy development
è
Strategic mineral resources reviews
è
Identify policy directions to facilitate cluster development
è
Map economic clusters and upstream economic linkages
è
Develop solutions to facilitate the sustainable development of input
è
industries supplying the minerals industry
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